Web collection

Armenia: want a system like IST for Web collection on questionnaire

Bulgaria:
1 - ISBS (Information System for Business Statistics) for business statistics where every company has its authentication: one module for annual (and structural) (1.000.000 respondents one for each legal entity), developed internally (with some external support) using Java-Oracle
2 - STS same platform monthly
3 - ISFTG (Foreign Trade) in connection with Customs, National Bank, monthly (Informix)
4 - Census Web and paper, used both by families and enumerators (Oracle)

Problems: IT infrastructure (solved hopefully in 2019) for network performance,
Needs: consolidation of platform, standardization, reduce Oracle/Informix costs, security

Moldova:
1 - E-reporting platform where respondents can authenticate and then fill questionnaires (Oracle, Javascript)

Need modernize the platform and include more surveys

Turkey:
1 - Harzemli Web for businesses, domains prepare rules using DDI/XML for control and dates of the survey

plan to migrate to PostgreSQL from Oracle, problems on stability and versioning of Harzemli, problems on sharing Harzemli with other public administrations, 4 persons working in Harzemli Web, now form-based analyses of collected data

Serbia:
1 - 20 surveys using Web collection, good infrastructure

problem; communication with respondents, not all respondents (companies) want to fill web questionnaire

plan to convert all paper surveys to Web

Macedonia:
1 - Electronic Collection with questionnaire and rules generation for 30 sample-based business surveys

Need to make the system easier for maintenance, today very complex management, support to re-engineering the system

Suggestion: Organize Workshop to share experiences for IT staff and for designers, with some communication/info than for statisticians and managers